
Printable Instructions for All Adorned , (It’s Your Day),Card 
 
 
Step 1- Cut all your cardstock according to the measurements in supply list. 
 
Step 2- Take one piece of Balmy Blue measuring 4” x 5 ¼’  and spritz lightly with water or a 
sparkly spray and moisten lightly.  Place inside the Tin Tile Embossing folder and run through 
the Big Shot using your information leaflet to  determine which layers to use for best results.  
You will not need both cutting and layering plates. Lay aside.  
 
Step 3- Take the long strip from the Flourishing Die Set and lay on the ¾” x 5” piece of Balmy 
Blue cardstock and run through the Big Shot.  Remove all loose pieces. Lay aside. 
 
Step 4- Take the All Adorned Stamp shown on the card and stamp the upper and lower part of 
the 2” x 5” piece of Whisper White Cardstock using the Balmy  Blue Ink Pad.  Also Stamp the 
design on the card from the Pretty Label Stamp Set in Balmy Blue onto the 2” x 5” piece of 
Whisper White Cardstock.  Now stamp the It’s Your Day sentiment inside the Pretty Label 
Design.  Lastly stamp the inside sentiment ‘Let’s Celebrate on the 4” x 5 ¼” of Balmy Blue that 
was not embossed.  Use the tiny stamp to stamp in the right lower corner as well. 
 
Step 5- Next take the Pretty Label Punch and cut out the label with your, “It’s Your Day”, 
sentiment.  Remember to flip the punch over so you can see how to line it up. 
 
Step 6- Now it is time to assemble your card.  Take your embossed piece of Balmy Blue 
measuring 4 “ x 5 ¼”  and put multipurpose glue on the back adhering it to the card base front.  
Now take the 2” x 5” piece of Whisper White stamped cardstock and glue to the left side of the 
card base leaving a narrow margin around the top, left side, and bottom that is about an 1/8”. 
Next take the 5/8” x 1 7/8” piece of Whisper White and glue in a horizontal position to the right 
side of the stamped piece.  After that measure your die cut piece out of Balmy Blue and trim to 
the correct size to layer across the piece of Stamped Whisper White as well as the 5/8” wide 
strip  of Whisper White that you just glued in place.  Refer to the front of the card for 
placement if you have a question.  Next take the piece with It’s Your Day on it and put Stampin 
Dimensionals on the back of it.  Remove protective coverings and adhere this piece over the 
center of your card. 
 
Step 7-  Color the epoxy droplets with the Dark Balmy Blue or use some other embellishment.  
Position them on the stamped images as shown on the card or as you choose.  You don’t have 
to use an embellishment if you don’t have one. 
 
Step 8-  Adhere the last piece of Balmy Blue measuring 4 x 5 ¼” to the inside of the card. 
 
 
All finished and you have a unique pretty card to send to someone! 


